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Section I: General Overview and Next Steps

Email:

pitinan.koo@icann.org

The Greek script community formed the Greek Script Generation Panel (GP), which
developed a proposal for Greek Script Root Zone Label Generation Rules (proposal and
supporting document). As per the LGR Procedure, this proposal was posted for Public
Comment to allow those who have not participated in the Greek Script GP to make their views
known. Based on feedback received, the Greek Script GP will finalize and submit the
proposal for integration into the Label Generation Rules for the Root Zone (RZ-LGR).
Section II: Contributors
At the time this report was prepared, a total of four (4) community submissions had been
posted to the forum. The contributors, both individuals and organizations/groups, are listed
below in chronological order by posting date with initials noted. To the extent that quotations are
used in the foregoing narrative (Section III), such citations will reference the contributor’s initials.
Organizations and Groups:
Name
Latin Generation Panel

Submitted by
Mirjana Tasic

Armenian Generation Panel

Igor Mkrtumyan

Initials
LGP
AGP

Individuals:
Name
Keolebogile Rantsetse

Affiliation (if provided)

Dušan Stojičević

Cyrillic GP Chair

Initials
KR
DS

Section III: Summary of Comments
General Disclaimer: This section intends to summarize broadly and comprehensively the
comments submitted to this Public Comment proceeding but does not address every specific
position stated by each contributor. The preparer recommends that readers interested in
specific aspects of any of the summarized comments, or the full context of others, refer
directly to the specific contributions at the link referenced above (View Comments Submitted).
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LGP and AGP studied the Greek LGR proposal and have no objection to the Greek GP
Proposal with the understanding that some cross-script variants defined in the Greek LGR
will produce more in-script variants in Latin LGR and Armenian LGRs as the result of
transitivity. LGP and AGP will incorporate these in-script variants accordingly.
KR welcomes the proposal and notes that it corresponds to the LGR procedure and IDNA
standard.
DS thanks the Greek Script GP for accomplishing the LGR proposal. DS agrees with the
proposal in general but highlights that uppercase discussion is not included in other LGRs
from other GPs. DS also notes that U+03BA (GREEK SMALL LETTER KAPPA, κ) and
U+006B (LATIN SMALL LETTER K, k) are not defined as variant code points which seems
to be inconsistent with other sets. For example:
U+03C4 (GREEK SMALL LETTER TAU, τ) and U+0442 (CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TE, т);
U+03B1 (GREEK SMALL LETTER ALPHA, α) and U+0061 (LATIN SMALL LETTER A, a).
Section IV: Analysis of Comments
General Disclaimer: This section intends to provide an analysis and evaluation of the
comments submitted along with explanations regarding the basis for any recommendations
provided within the analysis.
These comments are being submitted to the Greek Script Generation Panel for their
consideration and incorporation (as needed) in the Greek LGR proposal for the root zone. As
per the LGR Procedure, the Integration Panel will also review the input and work with the GP
to address the comments following their analysis. The final version of the Greek LGR
proposal for the root zone will be posted on the RZ-LGR proposals page.
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